
Sent by john Samuel morris’s dad who goes to st stephens school Redditch.  

james stuart morris, 35 archer road, Redditch, b98 8dn. 

 

Sent to: 

School: St Stephen’s CE RSA Academy, Mabey Avenue, Redditch, B98 8HW 

Trust: Sarah Bates, Central Region Schools Trust, Assay Studios, 141 Newhall Street, Birmingham, B3 1SF 

CCN: Nicky James, Autism/CCN Team, Worcs Children First, County Hall, Spetchley Road, Worcester, WR5 2NP  

Vaccination UK: Amanda Schiller, 3 Portmill House, Portmill Lane, Hitchin, Herts, SG5 1DJ 

Department for Education : Complaints Dep, Piccadilly Gate, Store Street, Manchester M1 2WD 

Secretary of State for Education : Rt Hon Gillian Keegan MP, St John's House, St John's Street, Chichester, PO19 1UU 

 

NOTICE OF PERMENANT NON-CONSENT FOR VACCINATION UK TO GIVE MY CHEEKY CHOP SON JOHN 

ANY FORM OF TREATMENT OR MENTORSHIP OR ALONETIME AWAY FROM HIS CLASS TEACHER IN ANY 

WAY SHAPE OR FORM WHATSOEVER SO HELP ME GOD 

 

‘’As a non-public sector organisation, we are not required to answer this request, the content of which I 

believe to be vexatious.’’ 

A quote by ‘Amanda Schiller’ – who places her feeling above the health and safety and wellbeing of all the 

children, in every school, in this beautiful UNITED KINGDOM. 

= = = 

VacUk quote 

‘’Why does Vaccination UK need me to complete a consent if I do not want my child to have the vaccine?’’ 

‘’We are obliged to offer the vaccine to every eligible child in your area. If we do not receive a consent or 

decline, we are unsure of your wishes and will continue to attempt to make contact to offer the vaccine. 

Completing the consent is the clearest way of making your wishes known, and means we are less likely to 

get in contact with you once you have declined the vaccine.’’ 

We made it clear last time we do not want our son john vaccinated or nasal sprayed or any other 

treatments from you using your form, and still you include us in your mailshot yet again. allbeit now from 

the immunisation admin with no name attached. Clearly your database is not working and so needs 

improving. Amanda schiller should look into this. 

My partner, johns mum, emma, does not understand law and consent, and believes she has no choice but 

to fill in your online form, so she will do this online as well. Is this true?  That to me seems deliberately 

misleading and may lead into entrapment which is not consent as per laws in England and wales and im 

sure you don’t want that to happen. I hope you realise that all parents need to fully read and understand 

an agreement, and if they don’t fully understand or have ALL the relevant info to read at hand, that upon 

proof of claim in a court of law will null and void any consent you think you may or may not have. Just 

saying. 

I however do not consent in any way shape or form to your said authority or jurisdiction now or in the 

future vaccination uk, unless you provide the proof of claim that requires me to do so. And this notice now 

clearly says that. 

 



John will never be given any of this by you as we will never knowingly willingly and consciously consent, 

and Gillick Competency is not mandatory or law so will never apply to any child without parental consent. 

And it has to be mentioned that the court of human rights may agree with me here. 

Nuremberg certainly did! Are you aware more doctors and nurses were held to criminal account after the 

war than most people today realise. Are you aware of a massive Nuremberg trials 2 movement currently 

on the rise. 

As you refused to answer my questions in the foi I sent, I still don’t know just how much danger my son is 

in when around all the potentially toxic substances in and around your utensils and products that you 

obviously took into the schools without supplying parents data sheets. Does the school or trust even care 

about this info. I certainly do! And as you deliberately avoided my questions I have no choice to assume 

the worst that may have taken place. Do you know that some micro biologists and doctors and scientists 

and physicians from all around the world claim some nasal swabs contain carcinogenic substances that can 

cause cancer, along with other toxic substances. In fact, isn’t there some literature already out there 

clearly stating this? Do a google!  

As vac uk and the trust and the school have refused to give me and guidance or policy in and around 

shedding AT ALL when asked to do so, you now put my son at further risk. After all, there must be a risk, or 

you wouldn’t have mentioned it on your initial mailshot would you?  

And if I keep my son away from the school this now affects his education as mandated by government. 

Please please please someone tell me what to do. I want my son to avoid ALL occurances of potential 

shedding!!! So what do I have to do. 

 

GOV.uk quote 

‘Flu vaccination programme 2023 to 2024: briefing for primary schools’ 

This autumn term all primary school aged children in England (from Reception class to Year 6) will be 

offered a flu vaccination by the NHS school aged immunisation service. Most children are offered a nasal 

spray flu vaccine. We are grateful for the support of schools in hosting vaccination sessions. Delivering the 

programme through schools makes it more accessible to pupils which results in higher uptake levels. The 

school aged immunisation service will be in touch with your school to agree a date for the vaccination 

session and the best approach for implementing the programme in your school. 

Offered + offered + grateful of support + delivering + accessible + to agree = NOT MANDATORY 

 

And now we have at least established that you are vaccinating children in the schools as per the handouts, 

I do want to quote the head teacher a while back when I asked her if they were having vaccinations in the 

schools she told me,  

‘’no just secondary schools, I would never allow vaccinations in this school’’ 

(the first bit I can substantiate in writing, the second bit I recall from the meeting to the best of my ability 

but witnesses were present if this requires investigation.) 

So whats changed? 

is this now mandatory in schools or does the school or trust volunteer? 

wheres a copy of the data sheet for all these substances being allowed onto school grounds I asked for? 

where can I download a copy? 

does Amanda schiller even know whats in the nasal sprays? 



does the trust know? 

and does the school keep a copy please? 

 

NOTE NOTE NOTE – notice of my truth, my whole truth, and nothing but my truth 

I want you all to know that the day on a previous vac uk visit (Wednesday 11th October 2021 ish), that 

same evening john and a massive nose bleed we both really struggled to stop, and I am convinced you 

are all the cause of this. 

The day after he broke out in spots all over and he was then obviously kept off school, until he was 

better. 

WE DID NOT KNOW AT THE TIME, AND WE WERE NOT INFORMED AT ALL, THAT THE VACCINATION UK 

WERE AT THE SCHOOL THAT DAY… 

AGAIN, WE WERE NOT INFORMED AS PARENTS AT ALL ABOUT THE DATE AND TIME OF VACCINATION UK 

VISIT THE FIRST TIME. WE DIDN’T FIND OUT TILL MUCH LATER WHEN WE PUT 2&2 TOGETHER… 

So, why tell us about shedding, and then DON’T tell us the guidelines around shedding and keeping un-

vaccinated children away, and NOT inform the parents on the day the visit takes place. Sounds very 

much like entrapment and pre-meditated to me. 

 

I am well aware nose bleeds and spots outbreaks are possible side effects to the vaccine. Along with blood 

clots, myocarditis, palsy etc etc,,, Go look it up! 

I am also very aware of small pox outbreaks being a side effect of the vaccine, not sure about chicken pox 

tho. We don’t actually know which john had then, but it certainly makes you wonder.  

(and at the time, co-incidentally there were press releases of pox outbreaks, cant remember who or when, 

but there was definitely press coverage. They probably didn’t know the link to the vaccines at the time) 

 

((AND- top director in cdc has recently admitted link between autism and vaccines. Again, go look it up!)) 

So was that shedding? 

Or was that the school, and the trust, AND vaccination uk and Amanda schiller forcibly vaccinating my 

6yr old cheeky chop john using gillick competency? 

WHAT!!! I hear you say. That is slander??? 

I hope so. For your sakes I really do hope so… 

I would rather be slanderous and have to apologise and beg for your forgiveness, than to find out you 

forcibly vaccinated my son without lawful consent from the parents. So please please please,,, 

 

Prove me wrong? 

You didn’t supply ANY info at all I asked for in the foi requests? 

Court of human rights! Nuremberg trials! Look – im not threatening you, im beeping telling you. I really 

really really don’t know if you actually did something you didn’t have lawful authority to do!!! Im certainly 



telling you now though!!! Perhaps you might actually look into this! Will you! Anybody? Somebody? This is 

potentially ‘CRIMINAL’ 

Which teacher at the school went in the room with john? Remember what vacuk said! We take them in the 

room even if they don’t get treatment so they don’t feel left out!!! Prove me wrong!!! How would we 

know? 

So which teacher went in there last time with john specifically, and will they swear in a sworn written 

statement john was not given any form treatment, or was gillick princepel applied here? 

 

WHAT I WANT 

Sworn written statements off all present who witnessed my son, at any time on that day, leave the class to 

go to where-ever vac uk n school n trust took him, exactly what was witnessed to have taken place, and 

then back to class. 

 

IF YOU IGNORE THIS LIKE MY LAST FOI REQUEST YOU ALL IGNORED 

CRIMINAL ACTION I believe may have taken place. And of-course will have to do whatever I can to get 

remedy, legally, and lawfully, to ensure the safety and wellbeing of my gorgeous beautiful son, who is 

ONLY 6 yrs old!!! 

 

And for the public record. I want NO vaccination uk staff members near my son AT ALL, EVER, and 

vaccination uk have no jurisdiction or authority over my god given rights to protect my six year old son, 

from you and your assumptions to your assumed authority. We will rely on johns GP for these services 

thank you. I don’t think you vac uk should be allowed in schools tbh. 

It interfears with mandatory education which I wholeheartedly do consent to. And my son gets penalised 

for it. and the head assumes I have to home teach john if hes taken out of the school for shedding. 

Seriously! Go ask her! John gets punished for NOT being vaxed!!! 

 

But thank you for atleast acknowledging gillick competency in writing now. But why don’t you print it out 

and give it to all the parents so they can all be more fully informed. Im sure they would love to know what 

it has to say 

And thank you for setting up meetings for parents to become more informed. Its about time that 

happened. Hopefully I helped you come to that decision and if I did, it was a pleasure to help. You should 

be doing that at EVERY school with access to EVERY parent!!! 

 

Vacuk quote 

The flu vaccine for children is given as a single dose of nasal spray squirted up each nostril. 

Not only is it needle-free, the nasal spray works even better than the injected flu vaccine with fewer side 

effects. It’s quick and painless and will mean your child is less likely to become ill if they come into contact 

with the flu virus. 



Excellent!!! So now you have confirmed in writing there are actual side effects, albeit ‘FEWER’ please 

supply with reference to, a link or list of ALL potential side effects of this. I will not ask only vac uk alone to 

do this, because they don’t respond to anything they deem as vexatious as quoted below. 

 

‘’As a non-public sector organisation, we are not required to answer this request, the content of which I 

believe to be vexatious.’’  

A quote by ‘Amanda Schiller’ – who places her feeling above the health and safety and wellbeing of all 

the children, in every school, in this beautiful UNITED KINGDOM.  

 

So if the trust or school can help, then please do!!! And please make sure ALL parents are made aware 

too!!! It is your duty!!! After all, you are the ones letting this foi avoiding private entity or PERSON into the 

school to perform these said ACTS. So you are the persons ultimately responsible for their said acts carried 

out on our young venerable children that you swore to protect as per your oath.  You cannot say you were 

not asked to do this now. 

I have also asked the trust who I complain to about them but they haven’t responded to my foi request for 

about five months now.  

Vacuk quote 

Is the flu vaccine safe for children? 

The flu vaccine for children has a very good safety profile. It’s been widely used in the US for more than 10 

years and no safety concerns have been raised so far. 

As Amanda schiller and vaccination uk see fit to quote the ‘’US’’ as a valuable source of reference I will do 

the same. 

‘’CDC Director Julie Gerberding Admits Vaccines Can Cause Autism-Like Symptoms talking to Sanjay Gupta 

on CNN’’ 

I did try and tell this to the CCN Team but they declined to investigate or take the info further. Does the 

school or the trust or vacuk listen to what the cdc says? Who exactly is your US source may I ask? 

Do you ever look at the ONS or office for national statistics? 

 

Something I found out about the vaccine?  

3 to 4 times more likely (best case scenario) to immune system problems WITH vaccine.  

99.97% recovery for most patients WITHOUT vaccine. 

 

LOOK, you cant say I haven’t tried. I truly wish you and especially your kids (if you have any that is) all the 

very best and I hope you all have a wonderful life and wish each day you live to be the very best day you 

could have. I love you all, and I think you are all a blessing to be with on this amazing ball we call earth!!! 

May god guide you. May god bless you. And may god protect you. 

Peace & blessings be upon you all 

Jsm (cheeky choppy johns dad)  


